Americans seem increasingly divided along party lines when asked general questions of value regarding gun policy. Partisan divides are sometimes smaller for relatively specific policy questions, interestingly, but gaps can be found either way. One might also expect ideological divides when judges decide constitutional claims to gun rights. Those claims are not governed by any rigid and comprehensive doctrine. And yet, in an earlier study of federal circuit court cases decided from 2008 through early 2016, no ideological divide between judges was apparent.
INTRODUCTION
The thought of gun policy divides us. When the options are formulated in highly abstract terms, public opinion on gun policy seems riven along party lines. And more so today.
Consider a basic question about priorities: In 2000, when the Pew Research Center asked adults in the United States whether they thought it was more important to protect gun rights or control gun ownership, the first option was chosen by 38 percent of selfidentified Republicans and 20 percent of self-identified Democrats. 1 By 2018, that 18-point gap exploded into a 57-point divide, as more than 75 percent of Republican respondents prioritized gun rights. 2 Republicans indicated that gun laws should be stricter, while 80 percent of Democrats said so. 3 For all the contemporary challenges that opinion polling faces, these splits are remarkable. 4 In contrast, public responses to some particular gun policy ideas are somewhat more unified and arguably more stable. In Gallup polls, support for laws that would generally ban handgun possession has not exceeded 30 percent for more than a decade, 5 while support for mandatory background checks for all gun purchases hovers around 90 percent. 6 Other policies are subject to long-term disagreement between more-similarly sized groups. Prohibitions against semi-automatic assault rifles are arguable examples. 7 PARTY SORTING, AND POLITICAL STALEMATE 56-57 (2017) (noting that the apparent partisan sorting on this question "seems to be entirely a matter of Republicans becoming more supportive of gun rights," while emphasizing that such sorting remains "far from perfect"). Over this 18-year period, Democrats topped out at 30 percent prioritizing gun rights in 2008.
3. See Doherty et al., supra note 1, at 5 (observing that gun ownership as well as party identification were related to responses on gun policy). Gallup polling shows similarly large partisan divides for 2016, 2017, and 2018 over support for stricter laws on gun sales. See Jeffrey M. Jones, U.S. Preference for Stricter Gun Laws Highest Since 1993, GALLUP (Mar. 14, 2018), https://news.gallup.com/poll/229562/preference-stricter-gun-laws-highest-1993.aspx (showing 45-57 percent gaps for 2016-2018). The numbers for 2018 were 41 percent of Republicans, 65 percent of Independents, and 90 percent of Democrats indicating their support for stricter gun laws on sales.
4. We want to be cautious about recent public opinion polling based on telephone surveys, for which response rates have fallen. Perhaps that trend helps explain the seemingly increasing D-R gap on abstract values questions observed in the text-whatever might be the impact on results for more specific policy proposals. On the prospects for telephone-based survey research in general, see Amer. Ass'n for Public Opinion Res. Task Force, The Future of U.S. General Population Telephone Survey Research (Apr. 25, 2017), available at https://www.aapor.org/Education-Resources/Reports.aspx. 5. See In Depth; Topics A to Z, Guns, GALLUP, https://news.gallup.com/poll/1645/guns.aspx (last visited January 20, 2019); see also Stephen Ansolabehere & Nathaniel Persily, Field Report: Constitutional Attitudes Survey 102 (2010) (reporting approximately 20 percent support for a handgun ban in 2010), http://perma.cc/S4MJ-LX82.
6. See Lydia Saad, Americans Widely Support Tighter Regulations on Gun Sales, GALLUP (Oct. 17, 2017), https://news.gallup.com/poll/220637/americanswidely-support-tighter-regulations-gun-sales.aspx. Consider also the Quinnipiac results from 2008-2019 and the CBS News results from 2013-2017, which are collected at http://www.pollingreport.com/guns.htm (last visited Jan. 20, 2019).
7. See Megan Brenan, Snapshot: Majority in U.S. Now Oppose Ban on Perhaps party identification is becoming more tightly correlated with these policy responses as well. Thus in Gallup polling on support for assault weapon bans, what was a D-R gap of approximately 15 percent in earlier years is about 25-30 percent in more recent years. 8 Still, these party divides on policy options look smaller than what we see in generic values responses. 9 In countless respects, judges are nothing like poll respondents. Their job is not, or not only, to answer abstract questions of value. Or to answer hard questions of policy spontaneously and without real-world impact. Judges decide real and concrete cases, whatever else they do. They are legal professionals who confront a special range of issues, only some of which overlap with policy debates that are familiar to the country at large. 10 We should not be surprised that empiricists do not always find patterns in judicial behavior that track conventional D-R or left-right divisions. 11 One might nonetheless expect that constitutional litigation over gun policy would divide judges along ideological lines, just as Assault Rifles (Oct. 19, 2018) (showing support and opposition generally falling within the 40-60 percent band in episodic polling from 1996-2018).
8. See id. People on either side of this policy question might be more perfectly sorting themselves into different parties over time and (or instead) party affiliation might be influencing policy responses more strongly today. See FIORINA, supra note 2, at 45-48 (depicting the difference between people with stable ideological positions sorting into different parties, and people's ideological positions changing such that extreme views become more common). In any event, many poll respondents continue to identify as moderates and independents, and to choose middling policy positions. See id. at 23-27. 9. Possibly the specific-policy kind of question elicits more thoughtful and reliable responses, at least from attentive survey participants. One might want to consider whether the falling response rate for telephone survey research is yielding a larger fraction of attentive respondents, who are less likely to divide into partisan camps on specific policy questions. In this essay, we make tentative suggestions about trends in public opinion on gun policy, along with intellectually provocative comparisons with judge voting behavior over time. We thank Stephen Ansolabehere and Nate Persily for helping us think about the possibilities.
10. See Frederick Schauer, Foreword: The Court's Agenda-And the Nation's, 120 HARV. L. REV. 4, 8-9 (2006) (investigating gaps between the judiciary's litigation agenda and the nation's policy agenda).
11. In LEE EPSTEIN ET AL., THE BEHAVIOR OF FEDERAL JUDGES: A THEORETICAL AND EMPIRICAL STUDY OF RATIONAL CHOICE 159, 168 (2013), the reported voting difference between Democratic and Republican appointees to the U.S. Courts of Appeals, across all case categories, is around 6 percent.
we can perceive judicial divides over, say, abortion rights and affirmative action. And yet, in our original study of gun rights cases decided in the federal courts of appeals from 2008 through early 2016, no ideological divide between judges was apparent. 12 Lower court judges seemed to vote more or less independently of our proxies for party affiliation and policy preferences in the early years after District of Columbia v. Heller 13 and McDonald v. City of Chicago 14 -despite having little guidance on how to evaluate these claims. Those judges were not responding to gun rights claims like Americans were responding to either abstract or specific poll questions about gun policy.
With more recent data, however, we cannot as easily suggest that judges are special in gun rights struggles. In our updated dataset, the party of the appointing president is now predictive of judge votes in civil gun rights cases. So are two other variables that attempt to measure judge ideology. Our results hold with the inclusion of several control variables. We are fairly confident, moreover, that this development is not simply the consequence of an increased number of observations. 15 In addition, the gap might well result from Democratic appointees becoming less likely to support gun rights claims over time. On average, however, President Obama's appointees do not seem to vote differently from other Democratic appointees. Replacement of older with newer judges is not plainly the cause of the new divide.
In this essay, we will not present confident explanations. There is not enough evidence, for example, to know whether judicial attitudes have changed, whether the character of challenged regulation has changed, or whether litigation behavior has changed. Perhaps the civil claims that judges face have become more divisive in some respect. Perhaps Republican 12. See infra Part I. We use the phrase "gun rights" claims loosely to include federal constitutional claims of right to keep and/or bear arms under the Second Amendment and the Fourteenth Amendment. Firearms are not necessarily involved.
13 appointees are less likely to update their constitutional positions based on mass violence or recent events more generally. Perhaps the gap will narrow in the future. Those are possibilities that we cannot rule out. Furthermore, there is no apparent difference in voting behavior across judges in criminal cases. On that side of the docket, judges are essentially unified and almost always against the asserted claims. Even on the civil side of the docket the D-R differences between judges are not as large as the abstractquestion poll divides mentioned above. There is plenty of agreement to see. But we can suggest, nevertheless, that circuit judges are beginning to look more like the rest of us when they pass judgment on the merits of gun regulations. As the Supreme Court prepares, at last, to resolve another gun rights challenge, 16 we can wonder whether the Justices' behavior will unsettle or extend these trends. If judicial review in this territory can be more than a lawstyled replication of disagreements elsewhere in society, judges might have to work much harder to build shared commitments, at least among themselves. Or else they might consider leaving even more of the contested field of gun policy to other processes. The rest of us, no doubt, will continue to discuss, debate, and disagree either way.
I. ORIGINAL STUDY
Our original dataset included cases decided in the federal circuit courts after Heller and through February 2016. 17 The cases were drawn from a database assembled by the Law Center to Prevent Gun Violence. After adding a number of data fields regarding each case and judge, we modeled the probability of a judge voting to support at least part of a federal constitutional claim on the merits. 18 Our "barebones models" included several judge characteristics plus circuit fixed effects. Our "kitchen-sink models" added a range of independent variables, some related to formal law and others not. We also separated the civil cases from the criminal and habeas cases. And we rotated in three different measures of judge ideology: (1) party of the appointing president, either Democrat or Republican; (2) Judicial Common Space (JCS) scores, which are continuous; 19 and (3) Database on Ideology, Money in Politics, and Elections (DIME) scores, which are continuous and based on campaign contributions by judges before they were appointed to the bench. 20 Finally, we ran the kitchen-sink model using party of the appointing president both with and without en banc cases.
Judge ideology was, as far as the data could show, a nonfactor. In none of the above models was the ideology variable statistically significant at even p < 0.10, 21 even when restricted to civil cases where constitutional claimants are choosing their targets. We clustered standard errors at the individual judge level in those models, so switching to the case level would not have made a difference on this score. 22 In contrast, all three of the judge ideology proxies were significant at p < 0.01 in the abortion rights, 22. Clustering at the case level would simply increase the standard errors and make each variable even less likely to reach conventional levels of statistical significance.
affirmative action, and establishment of religion case sets. 23 Gun rights cases were different. 24 In a subsequent study, we added cases through the end of 2016 and compared civil gun rights claims to four other types of constitutional claims. 25 That study helped vet the assertion that judges are turning the Second Amendment into a "second-class right," as Justice Thomas and others put it. 26 We did find statistically significant differences between the success rates of civil gun rights claims and the other claim types in our data. But we foregrounded several plausible explanations aside from judicial preferences. 27 These explanations include variations in the assertiveness of regulators and their opponents. 28 Nonetheless, we explored differences in voting patterns between Republican and Democratic appointees. And we suggested that the underperformance of gun rights claims might have been more attributable to Democratic appointees than to their Republican colleagues. 29 Our research focus there, however, was not the influence of judge ideology within each case set. 23 . Judge ideology was not significant in the full set of commercial speech cases, either. For nuanced findings with respect to subsets of those cases, see Samaha & Germano, supra note 17, at 882-91.
24. See id. at 865 ("Perhaps a partisan gap in judge votes will grow and become meaningful if and when gun rights claims get further off the floor.").
25 I]n some circuits, the right to bear arms is not merely underenforced; the right is nullified."); Linda Greenhouse, Op-Ed, A Call to Arms at the Supreme Court, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 3, 2019 ("[I]t is Justice Thomas who has taken up the phrase as a weapon, using it in a series of opinions over the past four years to accuse his colleagues of failing in their duty . . . .").
27. See Samaha & Germano, supra note 25, at 65-69.
28. See id. at 59-60. 29. See id. at 66-67 (observing that both parties' appointees were more likely to support challenges to affirmative action than to gun regulation).
II. NEW OBSERVATIONS
Our updated data reach into mid-December 2018 (n = 897 judge votes). We collected post-February 2016 cases by searching for published and unpublished circuit court opinions that reached the merits of federal constitutional claims to keep and bear arms. 30 We retained our concept of cases decided "on the merits." 31 Thus we excluded judge votes that were based on justiciability or procedure, as well as votes to deny or grant rehearing or rehearing en banc. In contrast, we included votes on applications for stays pending appeal. This approach likewise includes a number of other situations in which claims are not resolved with finality on appeal, such as opinions that rule on motions for summary judgment or preliminary injunctions where additional proceedings are possible in the district courts. Note as well that we include the votes of district judges who were sitting by designation on circuit court panels (n = 32 judge votes). 32 As before, we coded each judge vote as for the claim(s) in full, for the claim(s) in part, or not for the claim(s) even in part. 33 For our analysis here, we collapse judge votes for claims in full and in part. That is, a judge is counted as voting "for" if he or she supported at least part of at least one relevant claim on the merits 30. A codebook is available from the authors upon request. Our intentionally overinclusive Westlaw search, within the U.S. Courts of Appeals Cases database, was adv: "second amendment" "right #to bear arms" "right #to keep #and bear arms". For the time period after February 2016 until mid-December 2018, that search returns 164 cases from which we excluded 97 cases as not reaching gun rights claims on the merits.
Our working conception of a Second Amendment and gun rights claim was broad enough to include a case in which the plaintiff invoked the Amendment in seeking tighter regulation of firearms on campus. in the case at hand. Many cases are understood by judges to present only one constitutional claim, some cases multiple claims.
We have simplified those differences by leaving claims within single-case packages that are up for one vote by each judge. Furthermore, we have added cases decided during the timeframe of our original study but that were later identified and generously shared by Eric Ruben and Joseph Blocher. 34 These cases were not in the Law Center's database when we conducted our original analysis. The bulk of them are criminal cases (n = 111 judge votes)-most of them unpublished and none attracted judge votes for the gun rights claims at issue. But a few were civil cases (n = 15 judge votes) and gun rights claimants had some success there. 35 Those observations would not have changed our original conclusions about judicial ideology in gun rights cases, as we will show below. As well, those observations were included in our subsequent study that compared the success of gun rights claims with other claims. 36 In any event, we are fairly confident that our updated dataset is at least close to comprehensive within our chosen timeframe, court type, and subject matter.
The most recent case in the dataset is now Association of New Jersey Rifle and Pistol Clubs, Inc. v. Attorney General, 37 which is a divided panel decision from December 2018. There the Third Circuit upheld New Jersey's recently enacted prohibition against large capacity magazines. 38 members filed suit to challenge the new state statute. After the district court denied the claimants' request for a preliminary injunction, the claimants appealed and the majority affirmed that order. 39 Judge Shwartz, joined by Judge Greenaway, pointed to evidence that mass and active shootings had increased in recent years, 40 and concluded that the statute satisfied intermediate scrutiny on the claimants' Second Amendment challenge. 41 Hence these two judges are coded as having not voted for the claim(s) even in part. In dissent, Judge Bibas voted to apply strict scrutiny, enjoin the statute preliminarily, and remand for additional evidence. 42 He is coded as having voted for the claim(s) either in full or in part.
III. NEW RESULTS

A. Criminal Cases
On the criminal side of the docket (n = 554), there is no apparent relationship between ideology and judge votes. Democratic and Republican appointees almost always voted against all aspects of the gun rights claims that they faced on the merits in criminal and habeas cases. The fraction of judge votes in favor of even part of a gun rights claim is under 4 percent for both of the parties' appointees, and the difference between them is less than a percentage point.
The vast majority of these criminal and habeas cases involved challenges to federal government action. One might then wonder whether the federal character of these cases is what dissuades judges from supporting gun rights claims. But it seems that the criminal rather than the federal character of these cases is associated with poor success rates. We combined all civil and criminal observations and ran our original barebones model, plus 39 dummy variables for criminal cases and for challenges to federal action. The coefficient for criminal case is negative and statistically significant (p = 0.000), while the federal action variable is not statistically significant (p = 0.339).
B. Civil Cases
Accordingly, the civil side of the docket (n = 344) is a different story. The overall fraction of judge votes in favor of all or part of gun rights claims is 22 percent, including en banc cases. 43 Democratic appointees voted for at least part of a gun rights claim just 10 percent of the time, while the comparable figure for Republican appointees is 35 percent. That 25 percent D-R voting gap in civil gun rights cases is not as large as what we see in our abortion rights and affirmative action case sets during the same timeframe (2008-2018), but it is larger than the D-R gap in our establishment clause case set.
A first step in investigating time trends is simply to graph the votes of Democratic and Republican appointees by year. 
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Barebones models revisited
We ran a series of logit and ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions to explore whether ideology has a systematic effect on how judges vote in civil gun rights cases. Our original study was limited to logistic regressions. There is reason to reconsider this approach, however, due to concerns that logit is not a consistent estimator in models with fixed effects. 44 Because our models include fixed effects for each circuit court, we believe that OLS is the better estimator. It is conceivable that the two estimators would produce drastically different results, but in our case this did not happen. With few exceptions, levels of statistical significance and the signs and relative magnitude of coefficients are similar whether we run logistic or OLS regressions. For the sake of clarity and brevity, our regression tables only report the OLS results. Table 1 compares results for our barebones specification. As in our original study, 45 we ran a model with a proxy for judge ideology and variables to control for various judge characteristics. While the judge ideology variable was not statistically significant in our original study (Model 1), it is significant (p = 0.000) in our expanded dataset of civil cases spanning 2008-2018 (Model 3). The coefficient on the judge party variable is much larger in the expanded sample (0.248) compared to the original sample (0.0832)-nearly triple the size.
These new results are not fully explained by the newly added cases that were decided before February 2016. When we add only those observations to the original dataset and not any later observations (Model 2), the coefficient on the judge party variable does increase (0.125) but it is not significant at p < 0.05 (p = 0.075). Contrast the result when the data is restricted to the newly added civil cases, whether decided before or after our original dataset ended: The barebones model yields a large coefficient for judge party (0.376) that is statistically significant (p = 0.000 In each of the foregoing models, we followed our original study by clustering standard errors on individual judges and by including en banc cases in the sample. But we find that the large and significant effect of the judge party variable in Model 3 holds even when we make more statistically conservative choices. The judge party variable remains significant at p < 0.01 for the full updated dataset of civil cases even when we cluster standard errors on cases and exclude en banc observations. 
New models
To learn more, we constructed new models. These models examine all observations on the civil side of the dataset and then split the sample into two time periods. The most conservative models cluster errors at the case level and exclude en banc observations. En banc cases are selected by the circuit judges for rehearing as a group, they tend to be more important or controversial, and they permit the circuit judges to overrule incircuit precedent. All of that suggests additional room for extralegal preferences to influence votes.
In the new models, we reduce the number of judgecharacteristic variables and introduce a limited set of non-judge variables. Beyond judge party, we add age and gender. Perhaps an older generation of judges is less open to gun rights litigation, and perhaps women are less persuaded by these claims than men. A recent Gallup poll indicates that female respondents are more likely than male respondents to support stricter regulation of gun sales. 47 We include a measure for one type of panel effect as well: the fraction of the other judges on the panel who are Republican appointees.
Furthermore, we introduce a continuous variable related to each circuit's propensity to affirm on the merits. Relying on data from the Federal Judicial Center, we associated each case with the fraction of appeals affirmed on the merits in the relevant circuit during the relevant calendar year-using 1 minus that fraction when the gun rights claimant was the appellant. This variable accounts for the fact that the circuit courts tend to affirm, 48 which indicates that the appellant is likely to lose all else equal, while allowing for gradations in the likelihood of affirmance across circuits and across time. As for the claimants, we include dummy variables for whether one or more claimants is a business (such as a licensed firearms seller) or an interest group (such as the National Rifle Association). Businesses and organized interests might be relatively sophisticated or well-resourced claimants.
As for their targets, we use a dummy variable for whether federal government action of some kind is challenged, as opposed to state or local action. The federal government might well perform better in litigation than state and local governments. 49 One reason is disparity in litigation resources when the federal government is a party to the suit, which we are not coding directly. Another reason might be that national politics tend to yield policies and practices that are less extreme, more carefully advised, and easier to defend in court. However, it could be that claimants and lawyers select their targets such that any differences across levels of government will not reappear in cases that are filed and appealed. 50 We also include the variable for recent Supreme Court decisions that we built for our original study. 51 It is a continuous variable that represents positive or negative messages from the Supreme Court regarding the relevant constitutional claim type within two-year time frames. Since Heller, the Court has issued only two opinions on the merits of the right to keep and bear arms, one of them a short per curiam. 52 But perhaps those decisions influenced subsequent judge votes in lower courts, at least for a period of time. Over time, regulators and potential constitutional claimants may adjust their behavior.
Finally, as we did in our original study, we include circuit fixed effects to account for unmeasured variation in the regulation, litigation, and adjudication practices across circuits. 49 a. All civil cases Table 2 shows OLS coefficients with standard errors clustered at the case level. Models 1.1 and 1.2 cover all years in our data for civil gun rights cases, 2008-2018. 53 The judge party variable is statistically significant (p = 0.000) in these samples. This result holds whether or not en banc cases are included, and whether errors are clustered on judges or cases. In comparable logit models, we found that the log-odds coefficients on judge party in these civil gun rights cases (Model 1.1: 2.087; Model 1.2: 1.883) are roughly similar to our earlier findings for judge votes in abortion rights, affirmative action, and establishment clause cases under our kitchen-sink models for the applicable timeframes. 54
b. Old versus new cases
Dividing observations into two time periods helps us search for trends. More than one defensible choice can be made on the timeframes of interest, of course. For this initial inquiry, we use the 2016 presidential election year as a dividing line. Although gun policy has been foregrounded in more than one election cycle, the 2016 presidential election is viewed by many as especially divisive on a range of issues. Choosing this dividing line, moreover, yields a roughly similar number of observations in the earlier and later subsets for the three-judge panel decisions. Models 2.1 and 2.2 report results for the older cases, while Models 3.1 and 3.2 cover the newer cases.
For 2008-2015, the results are quite consistent and similar to the results in our original study. The judge party variable is not statistically significant for civil gun rights claims, whether we exclude en banc cases (Model 2.1: p = 0.113) or include them (Model 2.2: p = 0.479), and whether we cluster standard errors at the judge level or case level. Thus the early gun rights civil cases do not show clear signs of ideological voting.
For 2016-2018, the results tend toward the opposite direction. Looking at all civil gun rights cases decided in this later time period (Model 3.2), the judge party variable is statistically significant (p = 0.000), whether errors are clustered on judges or cases. And the coefficient on judge party-that is, the difference in the probability that a Republican appointee voted for the claim compared to a Democratic appointee-is substantively large (0.382). Results are similar when we analyze a subsample that excludes en banc cases (Model 3.1). 55 For three-judge panel decisions from 2016-2018, the coefficient on judge party is once again statistically significant (p = 0.007). True, that coefficient is smaller without the en banc cases (0.210). But Republican appointees remain significantly and notably more likely to have voted for civil gun rights claims, even controlling for the other variables in our model. 56 Figure 3 helps us visualize these differences over time. It shows the probability that a Republican or Democratic appointee voted in favor of a civil gun rights claim in (a) the full 2008-2018 period, (b) the early 2008-2015 period, and (c) the later 2016-2018 period. The dots represent the predicted probability while the bars are 95 percent confidence intervals. All control variables are held at their means. These probabilities are limited to the three-judge panel estimates from Models 1.1, 2.1, and 3.1.
What we see in this figure is reminiscent of what we saw in Figure 1 , which displayed growing raw-percentage differences between Republican and Democratic appointees on three-judge panels during recent years. Over the entire 2008-2018 period, Democratic appointees had a 0.09 probability of voting in favor of the claim compared to 0.27 for Republican appointees. But the gap was not so large over the 2008-2015 period (0.15 compared to 0.29), and the overlapping confidence intervals indicate that the difference may not be statistically different from zero. As our 55. In the 2016-2018 period, en banc votes amounted to one-third of all observations in the civil gun rights case set. That figure is only 7 percent for 2009-2015. 56. A logit regression for Model 3.1 (2016-2018, no en banc) with circuit fixed effects ends up losing a large number of observations (37 of 133 dropped) and yielding large standard errors. The coefficient on the judge party variable remains large but the p-value increases to 0.055. If circuit fixed effects are omitted, judge party is again significant at p < 0.01 using logit. regression results showed, the gap between Democratic and Republican appointees grew after 2015. During 2016-2018, the probability of voting for the claim fell to 0.04 for Democratic appointees compared to 0.25 for Republican appointees-a difference that is statistically significant. The figure shows that much of the gap widening is due to a drop in Democratic appointees' support for civil gun rights claims.
It is possible that our regression results depended upon our choice of ideology variable. As a robustness check, we ran the same models but switched out judge party for the other two proxies for judge ideology.
The headlines on ideological voting are generally consistent. For instance, in civil cases for all years the coefficients on judge party, JCS scores, and DIME scores have the expected sign and are statistically significant (p < 0.01), whether en banc cases are included or excluded. 57 In civil cases decided from 2016-2018, again we see a pattern similar to when we ran the models with the judge party variable. In the sample that includes cases decided en banc, the coefficients on JCS and DIME are relatively large, positive, and statistically significant (p < 0.01). When we exclude en banc cases, signs and levels of statistical significance remain the same, but the substantive effect of ideology decreases somewhat, just as it did when we ran the models with the judge party variable. For the earlier 2008-2015 timeframe, none of the three judge ideology variables are statistically significant, whether en banc cases are included or excluded. 57. As of this writing, neither JCS nor DIME scores are available for President Trump's judicial appointees. Our analysis necessarily drops that handful of observations when we use either of those variables. 
IV. REFLECTIONS
In criminal cases, gun rights claims almost always fail and judge votes cannot be reliably predicted by the party of the appointing president. Those findings are consistent with our original study. In civil cases, however, the situation is differentand changing. Our extended data indicate an emerging and increasing divide between Democratic and Republican appointees in civil gun rights cases. Two other proxies for judge ideology deliver the same message. The divide appears to have opened within the last three to five years of our data. More than one possible explanation is available and the explanations are not all mutually exclusive. At this point, we can only offer suggestions. We can group them into three categories.
▪ (1) More precedent, more discretion. One possibility involves the accumulation of precedent. Some observers have suggested that an increasing stock of judicial precedent offers something for everyone, allowing or even prompting judges to cherry pick the authorities that they prefer. 58 This notion that more precedent yields more discretion might be reflected in the increasing influence of judicial ideology on case outcomes over time. The logic behind this hypothesis is contestable, however, 59 and the empirical support for the theory has been questioned recently. 60 Further testing of the idea is welcome. In any event, it is worth asking whether litigants select different types of disputes over time in ways that reopen judicial discretion-even if or because judges feel more constrained as the stock of precedent accumulates. ▪ (2) Issues changing. Following that thought, a second possibility is that the litigated issues have changed. New firearms regulations have been adopted in some jurisdictions after highprofile mass shootings in Newtown, Charleston (South Carolina), Orlando, Las Vegas, and elsewhere. 61 Perhaps some of the new regulations are more debatable in constitutional law or policy terms than were the regulations litigated in the past. Perhaps some federal judges are responding differently to those debates in accord with their stable constitutional or policy orientations.
Furthermore, perhaps litigation behavior has changed. The more-assertive gun rights claimants and their attorneys might have been deterred by mounting litigation loses, or everyone might have learned better what makes for easy and hard cases in court. Regulators and claimants can thereby generate a more closely matched set of claims for adjudication.
However, our data do not clearly show an increasing likelihood of votes for gun rights claims from their arguably low baseline success rate. An upward trajectory could have reinforced the notion of selection toward hard cases, given that claimants were not succeeding very often in the earlier timeframe. That pattern is not apparent. Figure 3 indicates that, if anything, both Democratic and Republican appointees became less likely to support gun rights claims over time. If these estimates are about right, then a prominent challenge is to explain why Democratic appointees were even less likely to vote for gun rights claims during 2016-2018. 62 Litigated issues are undoubtedly changing to an extent. The question is whether the issues that judges face are becoming more divisive, whether or not they are becoming more persuasive overall. Maybe so. We observed above that the latest judge votes in our data come from the New Jersey Rifle case, a divided panel decision on large capacity magazines. 63 The statute under challenge was enacted in 2018. The two judges in the majority were appointed by President Obama, the dissenter by President Trump. For what it's worth, the earliest judge votes in the data unanimously reject the jury instruction demands of a felon who 61. A database of public mass shootings is available from Mother Jones reporters at https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2012/12/mass-shootingsmother-jones-full-data/.
62. None of this rules out selection toward hard cases. Other developments could swamp the selection effect such that we cannot measure it with our data.
63. See supra text accompanying notes 40-44.
allegedly possessed dozens of firearms, including rifles in the AK family and, in the past, explosives. 64 Felon-in-possession restrictions go back decades and are not a subject of much controversy today. Those are just two cases in a large universe of observations, and available data are not precise enough to track each important issue trend. Our case subset codes do show a few signs of movement that might be worth investigating. For instance, the fraction of judge votes on sales regulations seems to grow after 2015 (from 0.00 to 0.11), while the share of votes on location restrictions seems to shrink (from 0.20 to 0.04). 65 Perhaps these case subsets correlate with more and less ideologically divisive issues for judges.
But, it seems to us, those issue categories are very unlikely to provide a complete explanation for the emerging judicial divide. Including dummy variables to control for all of our case subset codes does not change the basic results for judge ideology in Table  2 . 66 We also interacted judge party with a dummy variable identifying sales restrictions claims, and separately with a dummy variable identifying weapons restrictions claims-which includes assault weapons bans and large capacity magazine limits. Neither of those interactions yielded results indicating that Democratic and Republican appointees were especially driven apart when they faced those types of regulation. 65. These observations rely on the principal case subset code for each judge vote in civil gun rights cases, including en banc cases.
66. There are ten subset codes for our gun rights case data. The codebook is available from the authors upon request. In brief, those ten codes are: That said, this is a complex area of behavior on which we have little direct data to analyze at the moment. Indeed litigation selection effects can influence the divisiveness of the docket even if we observe no difference in the frequency of these somewhat broad case subset codes. ▪ (3) Judges changing. Third and finally, judges could be changing their positions on guns. The composition of judges is always changing, albeit slowly, and even relatively senior judges can respond differently to similar arguments made at different times. Judges can learn on the job. 67 A possibility, though, is that judges are changing their responses in line with whatever forces are affecting the public at large. In some but not all respects, ordinary persons' reported views on gun policy have become more correlated with their party affiliations. 68 True, many poll respondents could be changing their party affiliations while holding to their views on gun policy. 69 But our data do not permit judges to change party. 70 And judges could be changing their positions on certain firearms issues because of the surrounding policy, political, and communications environment. 71 Democratic and Republican appointees might be increasingly likely to lean toward the views of the political coalitions that brought them to office-a bit like many other people relying on cues from affinity groups to help them formulate reactions to pressing issues. Those cues might be more powerful in today's environment. And those issues include what to do about the country's increasingly transparent failure to achieve basic levels 67. Cf. City of Erie v. Pap's A.M., 529 U.S. 277, 310 (2000) (Souter, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) ("I hope it is enlightenment on my part, and acceptable even if a little late.").
68. See supra notes 1-7 and accompanying text. 69. See supra note 8 (discussing party sorting as distinct from policy preference changes).
70. JCS scores can change over time, but not because of judicial behavior. 71. On a related note, there is now evidence of somewhat more ideologically divided voting by circuit judges in the quarter preceding a presidential election. See Carlos Berdejó & Daniel L. Chen, Electoral Cycles Among U.S. Courts of Appeals Judges, 60 J.L. & ECON. 479, 485 (2017) ("Democratic appointees are 3.5 percentage points more likely than Republican appointees to cast a liberal vote relative to a neutral or conservative vote, but this difference increases by 3.9 percentage points before the election."). of safety and felt security, along with the longstanding concerns of responsible gun owners that their situations and values are at risk of disregard. 72 Conceivably, for example, complaints about a "second-class right" could have backfired by motivating recent Democratic appointees to oppose gun rights claims, at least when those judges confronted claims of right to large capacity magazines, assault-style rifles, and more.
Not all of our data fit easily with this last explanation, however, and the explanation itself deserves further specification. First of all, the judge voting patterns in our gun rights cases are not simple functions of presidential or other election years, even if those events do play a role. Consider the absence of a sizeable gap between appointees in 2012 and the apparent gap in 2017 ( Figures  1 and 2) . 73 As well, the D-R gaps and trends in public opinion polls seem different from our judge voting data. The extraordinary D-R polling divisions over abstract priorities for gun policy appear to emerge earlier than the divisions in the judge data. Perhaps the judicial appointments process generates a lag and partial buffer between general public opinion and federal judicial perspectives. That could be part of an adequate explanation on the timing of the divides. But, in addition, some polling indicates that the increased partisan divide largely resulted from Republican respondents becoming more likely to prioritize gun rights over gun control. 74 In our judge data, by contrast, the emerging divide appears to result from Democratic appointees becoming less likely to support gun rights claims over time.
In any event, we cannot confirm that new personnel is the explanation for the divide. The JCS and DIME scores of the Democratic appointees in our data do not drift leftward over time. More tellingly, President Obama's appointees do not seem to vote 72. We have not interacted interest group participation with judge ideology. Nonetheless note that Models 3.1 and 3.2 in Table 2 show, during 2016-2018, a significant positive relationship between the presence of an interest group as a gun rights claimant and the attraction of judge votes (p < 0.05). The interest group variable was not significant during 2008-2015 for three-judge panels.
73. Note that our party panel effects variable is not significant in the Table  2 models. 74. See supra notes 1-2 and accompanying text.
differently from other Democratic appointees in our data. We ran our Table 2 models with a dummy variable that identifies Obama appointees. The Obama judge variable is not significant in any of these models, but the judge party variable remains significant during 2016-2018 and in the full set of cases (p < 0.05). So knowing that the judge was appointed by President Obama is not adding to our understanding of judge voting behavior, beyond what we can gather from judge party. Moreover, if we drop the Obama appointees, drop the Trump appointees, or drop both from our Table 2 models, the results do not change substantively: Judge party is not significant during 2008-2015, but judge party remains significant during 2016-2018 and in the full set of cases (p < 0.05). Interacting judge party with the year of the judge's commission does not change the basic picture, either. Judges who were appointed by more recent political coalitions do not seem significantly more or less likely to support gun rights claims in our data, whether those judges were appointed by Democrats or Republicans. 75 This still leaves the possibility that Democratic and Republican appointees are not themselves changing much, but that they are responding differently to current events. For example, Democratic appointees might always have been inclined to adjust their support for constitutional claims to weapons in light of apparently increasing frequencies of mass violence, while their Republican-appointee colleagues might always have been predisposed against such updating. We cannot confirm this possibility; the mix of litigated issues could be changing instead or as well, and judicial attitudes in this field might escape adequate measurement by our proxies. At the same time, there is something sensible in the idea that different groups of judges are differentially inclined to revise their legal positions as they gather new information or impressions.
In all events, we can now see a familiar divide. Recall that not every opinion poll on gun policy shows a 50-point partisan split. 75 . Using the judge party * judge commission year interaction term with our Table 2 models yields modestly sized coefficients for commission year that are negative for Democratic appointees and positive for Republican appointees-but, again, these coefficients are not significant at conventional levels.
Questions about relatively specific policy proposals may elicit disagreement without correlating so strongly with party identification, even putting aside self-described independents who tend toward intermediate positions. Gallup polling on semiautomatic assault rifle bans, for instance, suggests a D-R divide of approximately 25-30 percentage points during 2016-2018. 76 The partisan divide over handgun bans might now reach 30 points as well, 77 while the divide over universal background checks probably is closer to 5-10 points. 78 Now compare our data on judge voting behavior. The estimates from our regressions for 2016-2018 indicate that the "D"-"R" judge gap in likelihood of support for a gun rights claim in civil litigation was 21 points. The judge votes in these cases are not merely or perhaps not at all representations of abstract value commitments. Whatever else judges accomplish when they adjudicate cases, they try to resolve concrete disputes over particular regulations. When judges do that, their overall differences on the bottom line across ideological groupings no longer look very different from those that ordinary people produce when they are asked to respond to relatively concrete policy ideas.
One might then suggest that federal judges are injecting common sense or median-voter values into our gun laws. The idea warrants attention to the extent that judges are voting like ordinary people on gun rights issues, and to the extent that political elites are more divided than ordinary people on those issues. However elite federal judges might be in some respects, perhaps the appointments process and the discipline of court proceedings and legal reason somehow shape the pattern of their decisions back toward the distribution of policy views in the 76. See supra note 8 and accompanying text. To be clear, a similarly large gap appears in the 2012 poll. See id. The D-R gap seems to have increased from about 15 percentage points during 1996-2004, with Democratic respondent support remaining fairly stable and Republican and independent support falling off. See id.
77. See Reinhart, supra note 45 (reporting results from an October 2018 Gallup poll that indicated a 32-point D-R divide over a handgun ban with exceptions for police and authorized persons). 78. A CBS News poll of adults nationwide conducted December 3-5, 2017, reports an 8-point D-R gap over support for "a federal law requiring background checks on all potential gun buyers." http://www.pollingreport.com/guns.htm. general population. This is a possible account of contemporary politics and judicial behavior.
But in constitutional litigation, federal judges are a special kind of voter: late, superior, and largely negative. Constitutional judicial review tends to arrive after an episode of ordinary policymaking, it tends to be expressed in definitive terms, at least when declaring laws unconstitutional, and it tends to impose an additional veto gate for regulation rather than require more stringent regulation. These are generalizations and they do not cover the full dynamics of constitutional litigation, but often they hold.
One resulting sketch of gun policy development in the United States is this: Relatively polarized policymakers and influence groups establish gun policy for a less-polarized general population. In only some political communities and timeframes are the regulatory forces strong enough to move formal law toward gun control. 79 The gun control policies (not the gun rights policies) that survive the political process are now subject to challenge in court by individuals, businesses, nonprofits, and attorneys who are relatively committed and have relatively firm anti-regulation positions. Some of these claimants are well-resourced and they might pursue a deterrence strategy against future regulatory efforts, which means that constitutional claims with even a low likelihood of attracting judge votes can be valuable enough to litigate.
On the merits, the federal judges who adjudicate gun rights claims might well vote like a random sample of ordinary citizensdividing on general values yet often agreeing on particular policies, and usually rejecting challenges to laws that already have been filtered through the political process. But just because those 79. Often though not always, gun policy in the United States is made at the state level and by legislatures, rather than at the federal level or by administrative agencies or local governments. Local regulations may be preempted by state law which, in many states, is protective of gun ownership. But not every state follows this model and so pro-regulatory forces may prevail in some cities and some states within some time frames, even when the opposing forces are well-organized and present a credible threat of litigation and victory in court. judges would be acting as another filter on surviving policy, they would not be switching out the will of the elite in favor of the will of the people. Instead, in this sketch, it seems that federal judges would be replicating policy divisions in the population as a whole only after political elites had set the agenda and chosen the policies subject to veto in a court of law.
CONCLUSION
Party is not exactly destiny for judges deciding gun rights cases, even ignoring all criminal cases. Both Republican and Democratic appointees are far less than 50 percent likely to vote for gun rights claims in our full set of civil cases-although that number might say more about the assertiveness of constitutional claimants than the shared restraint of judges. Nor can our models explain all of the variation in outcomes, of course. But new divisions are now apparent. The most recent data indicate that, unlike the early years after Heller, judge ideology has become a significant predictor of judge votes in civil gun rights cases.
This development should be enough to raise serious questions for all of us. The questions include why judge voting patterns are changing, whether judges evaluate gun rights claims very differently from others who care about these issues, and, if not, the true value of constitutional litigation in this field. Constitutional debate has its place, in court and elsewhere. But its aspiration is greater than a replication of societal divisions in the form of briefs and decrees. At this moment, judicial review in gun rights cases is beginning to look more like larger disagreements in this country over gun policy proposals-disagreements with which we are quite familiar.
